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ON THE NUMBER OF MULTIPLICATIONS 

M. ARKOWITZ and C. R. Cun.nz? 

(Receiued 25 Api/ 1963) 

$1. INTRODUCTION 

OF AN H-SPACE 

ACCORDING TO [l 1, p.2411 a group x is said to be of,finite rank if there exists a finite chain of 
normal subgroups Ni 

x = N, I . . . 3 Ni D Nit1 3 . . . 2 Nk = 1 

for which each factor Ni/Ni + l is either a periodic group or an infinite cyclic group. The 
number Ax) of infinite cyclic factor groups Ni/Ni + 1 can be shown to be an invariant of the 
group K and is called the rank. of II. When K is an abelian group, p(z) is just the usual rank. 

Let n( St, X) denote the group of homotopy classes of maps of the suspension CA into 
X. In Proposition (1) we compute the rank of x( U, X) in terms of homotopy invariants of 
ZA and X. This proposition is used to prove our main result, Theorem (4), in which we 
obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a finite-dimensional associative H-space to 
possess an infinite number of nonhomotopic multiplications. An application of Theorem (4) 
to the classical and exceptional Lie groups shows that almost all of them have an lirfinite 
number of nonhomotopic multiplications (Theorem (5))$. 

We work in the category of connected based spaces which have the homotopy type of a 
C W-complex whose homotopy and integral homology groups are finitely generated in each 
dimension. By a polyhedron is meant a space of the homotopy type of afinite-dimensional 
C W-complex. 

Our first proposition determines the rank of z( ZA, X) in terms of the n-th Betti number 
/3,(U) of ZA and of y,(X), the rank of z,(X). The proof uses the notion of a homology 
decomposition of a space [6] and the exact coefficient sequence for homotopy groups [6]. 

PROPOSITION (1). Let A be a I-connected polyhedron. Then 

t During the time that this work was done, the first author was partially supported by the Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research and the second author by NSF Grant G-15984. 

$ This theorem provides a partial answer to Problem 43 in Massey’s list of problems in algebraic topology 
and the theory of fiber bundles, Ann. Math., Princeton 62 (195S), 327-359. 
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and p(x(ZZA, X)) = 0 if and only I:f x( ZA, X) is a finite group. 

Proof. Consider a homology decomposition {A,), r 12, of A. For any n 2 3 there is 
an exact sequence 

(Sk’,) l GP.)* GM* Gk’.) * 

(1) . . . - x(ZW, X) - G4,, X) - n(ZA,_, , X)- . . . , 

where K’ is the Moore space K’(H,(A), n - l), k; : K’ + A,_, is the n-th k’-invariant, 
and i, : A,_ 1 + A,, pn : A, -, A,,/A,_ I = UC are respectively the injection and the pro- 
jection. The sequence (1) gives rise to a short exact sequence 

(2) l+G,+a(ZA,,X)+G,-+l, 

where G, = n(E2K’, X)/(Z2kL)*lr(Z2A,_, , X) and G2 = kernel of (ZkL)* : @A,_, , X)+ 
n(CK’, X). By [lo] the groups x( ZA,, X) are nilpotent for all r. 

We tist show that K( ZA, X) is aGnitely generated (f.g.) group. Since EA2 = K’(H,(A), 3) 
we infer from the coefficient sequence for homotopy groups that z( ZA,, X) is an f.g. group. 
Assume for the induction that z( ZA,_ I, X) in the sequence (1) is an f.g. group. Since the 
subgroups of an f.g. nilpotent group are all f.g. (e.g., see [7, p.153]), the group G2 in the 
sequence (2) is f.g. Clearly z( C2K, X) is an f.g. group, and therefore so is G,. Because 
n( ZA,, X) is an extension of G, by G2, it hasa finite number of generators. Hence zr( ZA, X) 

is an f.g. group. Thus, in order to prove the second assertion of Proposition (l), it suffices 
to show that an f.g. nilpotent group 7c is of rank 0 if and only if K is a finite group. 

It follows immediateiy from the definition of rank that p(n) = 0 if and only if n is 
periodic (i.e., every element has finite order). Consequently we must show that an f.g. 
periodic nilpotent group or is finite. For this consider the descending central series of it 

7c = r. 3 ri 3 . . . 3 ri 2 ri+l 3 . . . 13 rt = 1. 

From the assumptions on n it follows that the factor groups r,/r,+ I are f.g. periodic abelian 
groups [7, p.1511. Therefore they are all finite groups. Beginning with i = t each rr is in 
turn an extension of a finite group by a finite group. Hence all Ti are finite, and so K is a 
finite group. This shows that p(rr( ZA, X)) = 0 if and only if n( ZA, X) is a finite group. 

Now we proceed to establish the formula for p(x( ZA, X)). The coefficient sequence 
applied to n@A2, X) = n(K’(H,(CA), 3), X) shows that p(lr(CA, , X)) = p(Hom(H,(&l). 
IQ(X))) = P3(L4)y3(X). Assume for induction that the relation 

p(@L- 1 9 w> = c PrcwY,(.~) 
rsn 

holds. We return to the sequence (2). In view of the equality p(n(TA, , X)) = p(G,) + p(G,) 
which holds for any short exact sequence 111, p.2411, it suffices to determine p(G,) and 

P(G,). 

By [4] both Z:k: and C2k: are of finite order. Therefore p(G,) = p(n(Z2K’, X)) and 
p(G,) = p(lr(ZA,_, , X)). Since C2K’ = K’(N,+,(ZA), n + i), we have p(n(Z2K’, X)) 
I ,$+t(ZA)y,+,(X) by the coefficient sequence. Thus we obtain the desired equation 
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and the proof of Proposition (1) is complete-t. 

Remark. Recent results of Berstein and Hilton: on homology decompositions enable 
one to prove Proposition (1) if A is merely a connected polyhedron. Proposition (1) also 
holds if A is any space and X is a I-connected copolyhedron (i.e., n*(X) = 0 for i > N). 
In this case one uses a Postnikov decomposition of X in place of a homology decomposi- . 

tion of A. 

53. H-SPACES 

By an H-space we mean a space X with a multiplication p : X x X4 X for which the 
basepoint is a two-sided identity. The following lemma provides a iink between the previous 
result on rank and our main theorem on the number of multiplications of an H-space. 
A stronger form of this lemma has been proved independently by O’Neill.§ 

LEMMA (2j. Let (X,,u,) be an H-space such that 

(1) the multiplication u0 is homoropy-associative, 

(2j the inclusion j : .X v X + X x X is a co>brr map. 

Then the homotopy set w(X # X,X) is in one-one correspondence with M(X:, the collection 
of homotopy classes of muitiphcutions of X. 

Proof Note that all spaces considered have the homotopy type of a CW-complex. 
Therefore hypothesis (1) implies that p0 has. a homotopy inverse [8]. Hence h induces a 
group operation in ~i( ,X) which is written additively. Let p : X x X+ X be any multi- 
plication. If .j* : n(X x X,X) + x(Xv X,X) is the homomorphism induced by j, then 
clearlyj*($ - PO) = 0. Now j is a cofibre map and so p - pco = q*p’, where q : X x X-r X # X 

is the projection and p’ is some element in n(X # X,X). Since q* : x(X # X,X) + rr(X x X,X) 
is a monomorphism [I], there is a function @: M(X)+ rr(X# X,X) defined by 0(p) = p’, 
It is easily seen that @ establishes a one-one correspondence between M(X) and lr(X # X,X). 

For the main theorem we need 

DEFINITION (3). Let 2 denote the integers and Q the rationals. An integer n > 0 is 

called a cup number relative to a sequence (n,, . . . , n4) of posirive integers 17 H”(K(Z.n, j x . . . 

x K(Z,n,j;Q) contains a nontrilviai cup product of two positive dimensional elements. 

THEOREM (4). Let X be a poIyhedron which has an associative multiplication, and let the 

exterior algebra H*( X; Q) be generated by 5,) . . . ) x,,, with nj the dimension of Xi. Tlren X 
has an infinite number of nonhomoropic multiplications if and only tysome nj is a cup number 
relative to (~2,) . . . , n4, n,, . . . , n4). 

Proof. According to Satz (3.3) of [5] there exist an H-space X1, a space Y and H- 
maps X1 - Q Y and X, + X which are weak homotopy equivalences. Therefore by [9, p. 1971, 

f A less algebraic proof of the second assertion of Proposition (1) can be given. 
$ On suspensions and comultiplications, 7bpol~~y 2 (1963), 73-82. 
8 On H-spaces that are C’W-compiexes-I. Illinois J. M&r. (to be published). 


